The latest issue of SR Research News provides updates on WebLink and Data Viewer
developments, recent additions to our EyeLink publications database, the 2021 virtual
conferences we will be attending, and our free software license program.

WebLink 2.1.1 and Data Viewer 4.2.1

For users doing eye-tracking research with interactive media, we release WebLink
2.1.1 and Data Viewer 4.2.1. The software updates include:
A Google Chrome browser extension for the webpage component
A new PDF component with zoom / scroll functionality
A scene camera component for recording live interactions
An option to start Preview in full screen and hotkeys to toggle the presentation
options
An external Video Component Preview window with the ability to adjust and autodetect the tracking area and use custom calibration grids
Multiple smaller additions and improvements
You can learn more about WebLink and the types of eye-tracking research it enables in our
new WebLink Video Tutorial Series.

Download the latest versions of WebLink and Data Viewer from our Support Forum.
Please note you will need to be signed into the forum to access the downloads.

Conferences and Workshops

This year, conferences look a bit different, with many being online. In the coming months,
we are planning to exhibit virtually, making a "live" appearance at these conferences:
Vision Sciences Society Meeting (VSS; May 21-26)
Eye Tracking Research and Application Symposium (May 24-27)
Tabu DAG Conference (June 6-11)
The Canadian Society for Brain, Behaviour and Cognitive Science (CSBBCS /
SCSCCC; June 17-18)
XV International Symposium of Psycholinguistics (June 22-25)
7th Annual Australasian Society for Social & Affective Neuroscience
Conference (June 28-30).

If you have any questions, just want to say "hi", or want to read or download some eyetracking info, drop by our virtual booths or come to our workshops.
We are hosting a Satelite Event / Workshop at VSS and CSBBCS on "Measuring and
Maximizing Eye Tracking Data Quality". Please do join the session if you can (it is being
run twice at VSS and once at CSBBCS). There will be lots of useful tips and tricks for
making sure you get the most from your eye tracker!

EyeLink Publications Update

We have recently updated our EyeLink publication database to include EyeLink research
published in 2020. We have over 1000 new EyeLink eye-tracking papers, and our
publication database now contains well over 9000 peer-reviewed articles that used
EyeLink eye trackers.
As ever, the sheer range of topics covered is truly impressive – everything from face
processing in dogs to the effect of Gustav Klimt’s painting style on eye movements! Our
latest blog outlines how we update and maintain our database. If you have recently
published a paper please let us know!

COVID-19 Software License Offer

Even as the pandemic gets under control in many parts of the world and life seems to be
transitioning to being less restrictive, we continue our program of offering software
activation codes to assist researchers affected by the pandemic. The temporary licenses
cover Experiment Builder, Data Viewer, and WebLink. Please see our website for further
details.

Contact

As always, if you have any questions, concerns, or feedback, feel free to contact us. For
support enquiries, please use any of the following options to receive the fastest response
possible:
https://www.sr-support.com
support@sr-research.com
Phone: 1-613-271-8686
Toll-Free: 1-866-821-0731
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